When presented with two speech utterances, one to each ear (i.e., dichotically), listeners can be asked to either (1) ignore one and report the other (selective attention) or (2) report both (divided attention). Despite more than 50 years of research on this topic, it is still not fully understood why different stimulus configurations exert such a great influence on the degree of success listeners experience when asked to either select one utterance or divide their auditory attention between two utterances. The goal of this study was to explore the theoretical distinction between selective and divided attention by presenting a method for distinguishing between the two processes in a single study. The new set of experimental results demonstrates the value of measuring both processes within the same study and provides an example of the sorts of hypotheses that such a technique can be used to generate.
The second type is the informational masking approach, in which researchers have generally presented multiple speech stimuli to the same ear (although various types of dichotic presentation have also been used) and have emphasized the factors that lead to errors in processing only one of two simultaneously presented stimuli (e.g., Brungart, Simpson, Ericson, & Scott, 2001 ). The term informational masking is often defined in contrast to energetic masking, which refers to a reduction in performance that can be accounted for by the degree to which the masker overlaps the target at a set of peripheral analyzers (usually the cochlea or the auditory nerve). Informational masking, it is argued, is caused by nonperipheral factors, principally masker uncertainty and target-masker similarity (for examples, see Durlach et al., 2003; Neff, 1995; Neff & Green, 1987; Watson & Kelly, 1981 ; for a review, see Kidd, Mason, Richards, Gallun, & Durlach, 2006) . A substantial number of studies have demonstrated that speech stimuli can interfere with each other in ways that are not easily captured by energetic masking alone (e.g., Arbogast, Mason, & Kidd, 2002; Brungart & Simpson, 2002; Brungart, Simpson, Darwin, Arbogast, & Kidd, 2005; Brungart et al., 2001; Freyman, Balakrishnan, & Helfer, 2001 Freyman, Helfer, McCall, & Clifton, 1999; Kidd, Arbogast, Mason, & Gallun, 2005; Shinn-Cunningham & Ihlefeld, 2004) . Although the roles of similarity and uncertainty have been less clearly articulated for speech stimuli, for the purpose of this discussion the term informational masking will be primarily used in reference to speech studies.
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Task-dependent costs in processing two simultaneous auditory stimuli
Although the two experimental approaches (dual-ear and informational masking) emphasize different aspects of how multiple speech stimuli are processed by human listeners and often use different stimulus configurations, their findings are generally compatible. Cherry (1953) , for example, reported that listeners asked to repeat the words spoken to one ear (a "shadowing" task) were often unaware of whether the language being spoken in the other ear had changed or even if it had been switched to being played backward. On the other hand, they were able to detect a change in the speaker's gender or a switch from speech to a tone in the unattended ear (Cherry, 1953) . Since the stimuli at the two ears fall into well-separated peripheral analyzers, no interference is predicted by peripheral overlap alone, making some of Cherry's results quite similar to demonstrations of informational masking. Unlike most studies of informational masking, however, many of these results have been shown to depend on a specific central processing resource: memory. Wood and Cowan (1995) showed that the length of shadowing and the time at which changes were inserted influenced the detectability of these changes, suggesting that listeners were aware of the unattended stimulus but did not retain it in memory.
In addition, Wood and Cowan (1995) found that listeners who detected switches in the nontarget speech from forward to backward presentation or who recalled words spoken in the nontarget ear made errors in the primary shadowing task. This suggests that a listener who dutifully attends to only one ear is unlikely to detect more than gross changes to the long-term statistics of the unattended ear (e.g., a low-pitched voice changing to a high-pitched one or speech changing to a tone.) Finally, it is important to note that listeners in dual-ear tasks were not informed in advance that they would be asked to make responses based on the unattended channel. When listeners are prepared to make two responses, there are reports suggesting that performance can be as good in a divided-attention task as in a selective-attention task (Moore & Massaro, 1973; Shiffrin, Pisoni, & Castaneda-Mendez, 1974) The role of memory as a structural constraint governing the processing of multiple stimuli has yet to be investigated to an extent that would allow it to be included in a computational model of such processing, and this constraint is generally not considered in studies of informational masking. There is, however, work from dualsensory studies that points in a similar direction. Hafter and his colleagues Hafter, Bonnel, Gallun, & Cohen, 1998) explained a difference that they observed between detection and identification in a dual-sensory dual-task study by positing a role for memory in the ability to divide attention. They hypothesized that stimulus comparisons relying on what Durlach and Braida (1969) called "sensory-trace" memory do not interfere across modalities, but that comparisons involving "context-coding" (Durlach & Braida' s other type of memory for sensory events) do result in cross-modal interference. This distinction suggests that structural constraints can be thought of as involving the inability of specialized neural structures to perform operations in parallel. From this perspective, dual-task costs indicate that either (1) the necessary information cannot be extracted by multiple structures simultaneously or (2) the unprocessed input cannot be held in memory until the processor is available. The success of this approach recommends its application to studies of multiple speech stimuli as well.
Although her concern was not with memory, Treisman (1969) also invoked structural constraints in the central processing system in order to explain interference from an irrelevant speech source in a shadowing task. In her framework, interference results from competition for "processing resources" at the level of feature analyzers rather than from direct competition at the level of input. She hypothesized that both speech inputs are processed in parallel to some level of analysis, but that only one can be analyzed by the speech recognition system at one time. Presumably, any cues that listeners can use to distinguish which input should be selected for further analysis should improve performance. This is in agreement with the finding from informational masking studies that, when available, listeners use perceived location cues to help them choose the correct utterance to process (Brungart et al., 2005; Freyman et al., 2004; Gallun et al., 2005; Kidd, Arbogast, et al., 2005; Shinn-Cunningham & Ihlefeld, 2004) . Similarly, Brungart et al. (2001) found that knowing the target talker's voice in advance also served as a cue that listeners could use to improve performance. Treisman's (1969) framework also explains why some features of the nonshadowed stimuli can be recognized while others cannot (Cherry, 1953; Wood & Cowan, 1995) . The pitch of a voice or the difference between a tone and speech may be a "low-level" feature that is extracted before the speech recognition system even gets involved. Norman and Bobrow (1975) , Navon and Gopher (1979) , and Wickens (1984) proposed a general approach to competition for central processing resources when they suggested that the human perceptual system is composed of multiple types of processing resources and that whether or not interference is observed depends on the degree to which multiple tasks require access to the same resources. In this conceptualization, processing resources refers to everything from input channels or feature analyzers to system processes like the retrieval of representations from short-or long-term memory.
DESIGN OVERVIEW
Costs in an identification task were compared with the costs in a task involving the detection of speech in noise. When the two tasks were the same (both identification), good performance would require concurrent access to the same processing resources, and thus it was hypothesized that there would be a cost associated with performing both tasks. Alternatively, we predicted no dual-task cost for the situation in which the tasks were different. Although our setup parallels the experiments of Bonnel and Hafter (1998) , the use of within-modality rather than betweenmodality interference (as well as the use of speech) suggests that the results might be different.
The stimuli were filtered into mutually exclusive nonoverlapping frequency bands (Arbogast et al., 2002) in order to allow the frequencies of the two sentences to be chosen randomly on each trial and to remove pitch characteristics from the speakers' voices. By ensuring that listeners would be required to make use of the ear of presentation to distinguish the two talkers, the number of possible strategies listeners could employ was reduced. Frequency randomization has also been shown to be associated with informational masking for nonspeech stimuli (see, e.g., Lutfi, 1993) , so it was anticipated that selecting new frequency bands on every trial would increase the interference observed. Nonoverlapping bands were used in order to eliminate the across-ear interactions that can occur when a small number of the same narrow bands are presented to each ear (e.g., Gallun, Mason, & Kidd, 2006; .
To ensure that a degradation of the information associated with the stimuli would be detectable, spectrally matched noise was added to all stimuli. Noise levels were chosen independently for each subject and for each task to ensure that baseline performance was sufficiently below perfect.
Listeners were asked either to identify keywords in the speech or to simply detect the presence of speech in the noise. Listeners participated in three attention conditions. In the first, single-task/single-ear (ST/SE) condition, one stimulus was presented to one ear and the listener performed the same task for a block of 50 trials. In the single-task/dual-ear (ST/DE) condition (selective attention), two stimuli were presented, one to each ear, and the listener performed the same task on the stimuli presented to one of the ears for an entire block of trials. Finally, the dual-task/dual-ear (DT/DE) condition (divided attention) involved the presentation of two stimuli on every trial, with the target ear revealed only after the stimuli had been presented. The task performed on the stimuli presented at a given ear was kept constant throughout a block of trials. Since the only uncertainty that was present (which was present only in the DT/DE condition) was whether the target ear was the right or the left, the listeners could potentially perform the two necessary operations while the stimuli were being presented, encode the appropriate responses, and then make whichever response was cued. This would have resulted in no dual-task costs.
Costs were compared when tasks were the same (both identification, or ID/ID) and when the tasks were different (left-ear detection and right-ear identification; DET/ID). The cost of selective attention was tested by adding a second stimulus at the nontarget ear. This dual-ear cost was operationally defined as the difference between listener performance in the ST/SE and ST/DE conditions. The divided-attention cost was tested by asking the listener to perform two tasks within the same trial. This dual-task cost was operationally defined as performance in ST/DE minus performance in DT/DE. In order to examine the effects of stimulus length (for reasons described below), costs were measured when the stimuli consisted of full sentences (Experiment 1) as well as when only keywords served as the speech stimuli (Experiment 2).
EXPERIMENT 1 Method
Listeners. Four listeners, 19-32 years of age, participated in 2-h sessions three to four times per week over several months and were paid for their participation. Three of the 4 (L1, L2, and L3) were very familiar with the stimuli because of several thousand trials of listening experience prior to this experiment. All had audiometric thresholds of 20 dB HL or better in each ear for octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz. All subjects reported that they were right-handed.
Stimuli. The speech stimuli were sentences from the coordinate response measure (CRM) corpus (Bolia, Nelson, Ericson, & Simpson, 2000) with the structure "Ready [call sign] go to [color] [number] now," with eight call signs, four colors (white, red, green, and blue), and eight numbers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . The speech was processed to restrict the frequency content, as described in Arbogast et al. (2002) . Sentences were passed through a first-order high-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff of 1200 Hz to roughly equate energy across the spectrum, after which 10 approximately half-octave fourth-order Butterworth filters, evenly spaced on a logarithmic scale from 100 to 3844 Hz, were used to divide the sentence into 10 narrow bands. Half-wave rectification and low-pass filtering at 50 Hz by a fourthorder Butterworth filter extracted the amplitude envelope within each band, reducing the speech waveforms to a set of 10 amplitude envelopes, each associated with 1 of the 10 frequency bands.
Processed speech was generated by randomly choosing 5 of the 10 envelopes and using them to modulate a set of five pure tones with frequencies equal to the center frequencies of the chosen bands. Presenting the five envelope-modulated tones together resulted in a sentence with restricted frequency content and reduced harmonic structure, but with the amplitude variations over time that had occurred in those bands in the original sentence. When presented at an adequate level, such stimuli are perfectly identifiable to listeners (see also Brungart et al., 2005) with only a few minutes of practice-probably due in part to the closed-set nature of the task. Minor variations of this processing scheme have been used in a number of recent informational masking studies (e.g., Arbogast et al., 2002; Brungart et al., 2005; Gallun et al., 2005; and have been shown to cause very little energetic masking (although in this experiment there is little danger of energetic masking, with stimuli presented to different ears).
For each trial, two sentences were generated in the manner described above, with the requirement that each had a different set of five bands as well as a different call sign (for the complete sentences), color, and number. Each sentence within a pair was also spoken by a different male talker. An example of the frequency content of a pair of companion sentences, one to be presented to the right ear and one to the left ear, appears in Figure 1 . It can be seen that the right-ear sentence (gray) and the left-ear sentence (black) each contain mutually exclusive bands and that the peaks are well separated. In an attempt to further simplify the stimulus separation task, the call sign of the right-ear sentence was always constrained to be Baron. Sentence lengths were not equalized, but onsets were synchronous.
Masking noise with matched-frequency spectra was generated for all sets of sentences by multiplying each sentence with a random draw of noise in the frequency domain. The noise was thus composed of five narrow bands with center frequencies and bandwidths identical to those of the bands that comprised the sentence from which it had been derived. Simultaneously presenting a processed sentence and its spectrally matched noise reduced the intelligibility (or detectability) of that sentence without affecting the intelligibility of the companion sentence. This allowed baseline performance to be adjusted to fall within an experimenter-defined range.
Psychometric functions and familiarization. As noted, 3 of the listeners had experienced several thousand trials of listening with similar stimuli, but L4 was naive at the beginning of the first experiment. Listeners were familiarized with the stimuli through participation in the ST/SE conditions, starting with stimuli presented in quiet, and gradually adding noise in order to obtain psychometric functions. The target sentence was always presented at a level of 60 dB SPL, and the noise level was manually adjusted between blocks until performance was in a range of 75%-90% correct. Once the range was established, full psychometric functions were obtained and then fit with a logistic function using the "psignifit" software (bootstrapsoftware.org/psignifit/), which implements the maximum-likelihood method described by Wichmann and Hill (2001) . The integer decibel value that resulted in performance closest to 85% correct was chosen for the ST/SE condition. The psychometric functions were very similar across listeners and quite orderly, allowing a very straightforward determination of the noise levels to be used. For all listeners, one noise level (50 dB SPL) was obtained for the identification task in both the left and right ears. The detection task (performed only on stimuli presented to the left ear) required higher noise levels to reduce performance to criterion. For the experiment, 3 of the listeners were tested at 58 dB SPL and 1 listener (L1) at 60 dB SPL.
Stimulus presentation and data collection. Before each block of 50 trials, an LCD on the response pad indicated whether the target ear was going to be constant throughout the block (and if so, which it would be) or if target ear would vary. The listeners were also told which task(s) they would be asked to perform. Approximately 1 sec after a keypress that initiated the block of trials, the LCD screen became blank and the auditory stimuli were presented. Afterward, a question appeared on the LCD screen that indicated the ear for which a response was required and the task to be performed. For the identification task, the listener made two responses, first indicating the color (four alternatives) and then the number (eight alternatives). For the detection task, listeners made a single response ("yes" or "no"). Responses were entered via a keypad with all of the possible responses written on the keys. Feedback appeared after each trial. Responses were scored as correct or incorrect, with accurate identification of both color and number being required for correct identification scores.
The single-and dual-task conditions were presented in a pseudorandom order, such that no listener finished running one condition more than a few days before finishing the others. Each listener completed a minimum of 200 trials in each condition for each ear, and the ST/SE and ST/DE conditions were repeated throughout the testing to reduce the impact of learning on the data. Figure 2 shows the results for all 4 listeners from Experiment 1, in which the stimuli were the complete sentences ("Ready [call sign] go to [color] [number] now"). The black bars represent ST/SE performance, the white bars represent ST/DE performance, and the gray bars represent DT/DE performance. Note that the same noise level was used for all three conditions. Panels A and B represent the data for the left-ear (A) and right-ear (B) responses from blocks of trials in which both tasks were identification. Panels C and D represent the data for the left-ear (C) and right-ear (D) responses from blocks in which the task at the left ear was detection and the task at the right ear was identification. Note that the right-ear identification baseline (ST/SE) data are the same for both ID/ID and DET/ID; the data appear in both panels B and D for comparison purposes. Note also that the range on the ordinate is different for the detection and identification tasks.
Results
For ID/ID, the cost of adding a second stimulus to the opposite ear (ST/SE ST/DE; i.e., the dual-ear cost, or failure of selective attention) was fairly large when the target was at the left ear (an average difference in proportion correct of .20), but the cost was smaller when the target was at the right ear (a difference in proportion correct of .07). The dual-task cost, or failure of divided attention (ST/DE DT/DE), was large for both ears (a difference of .23 at the left ear and .24 at the right).
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA on proportions correct for ID/ID examined the main effects of condition and ear of presentation. The effect of condition (ST/SE vs. ST/DE vs. DT/DE) was statistically significant [F(2,6) 145.01, p .001], as was the effect of the ear to which the target was presented [F(1,3) 31.27, p .05]. The interaction was not significant, however ( p .068). Pairedsamples t tests for the dual-ear costs (ST/SE ST/DE) and dual-task costs (ST/DE DT/DE) were performed by combining across ears. These analyses showed that both differences were statistically significant ( p .01).
For DET/ID, performance in the DT/DE condition was quite comparable to that found in either of the ST conditions. Consequently, the dual-ear cost associated with adding a second stimulus to either ear (ST/SE ST/DE) was small (an average reduction in proportion correct of .01 for the left ear and .03 for the right). This indicates that listeners were quite successful in selectively attending to only the left or the right ear. For the divided-attention condition, similarly small average dual-task costs were observed (average decrease in proportion correct of .06 for the left ear and .03 for the right), suggesting that the listeners were quite successful in reporting either stimulus as requested. Nonetheless, the individual data (rather than the average costs) suggest that there was a real, if relatively small, dual-task cost in the divided-attention condition for some of the subjects.
A second two-way repeated measures ANOVA, performed on proportions correct in the DET/ID conditions, revealed that the effect of condition (ST/SE vs. ST/DE vs. DT/DE) was statistically significant [F(2,6) 25.06, p .001]. The effect of the ear to which the target was presented was not significant, however [F(1,3) 1.25, Figure 1 . Example of the frequency spectra of one pair of processed-speech stimuli. On each trial, five frequency bands from one sentence were randomly assigned to the left ear (plotted in gray), and the remaining five, from another sentence, were assigned to the right ear (plotted in black). These are the frequency spectra from which the spectrally matched noise would be generated for these two utterances. Frequency ( 
Performance Operating Characteristic (POC)
A graphical representation of the costs is shown in Figure 3 , which shows POC graphs (Norman & Bobrow, 1975) . The POC (one example of which is the attention operating characteristic of Sperling, 1984) allows performance on two tasks to be compared in an intuitive manner as well as allowing quantitative analysis of three classic divided-attention hypotheses (described below).
The "all-or-none" hypothesis proposes that the observer can process only one input on each trial. In ST/DE, this causes no difficulty, since the target ear is constant for a block of 50 trials. In the DT/DE, however, the observer would have to arbitrarily choose a single stimulus to process on each trial according to this theory, and would lose all information about the unselected stimulus. The prediction is that the listener will choose the incorrect stimulus on half of the trials and will be forced to guess. As long as the probability that either stimulus is the target is equal and the listener truly has no information about which to choose, performance should decline equally in the two tasks. Any bias toward selecting one stimulus over the other, though, would result in a greater decline in performance for one task than for the other.
The quantitative prediction made by the all-or-none hypothesis is that when two tasks must be performed, performance in a DT/DE condition (plotted as a diamond in Figure 3) will be halfway between performance in the ST/DE condition (plotted as squares) and chance performance for each task. This prediction is represented by the dashed line in Figure 3 , which will be referred to as the switch- ing line, since it indicates the predicted performance if listeners are forced to switch between the stimuli in an all-or-none fashion. The endpoints of the switching line fall on the ST/DE points, indicating that if one stimulus is chosen on every trial, performance will be as good as it is in ST/DE for that stimulus and at chance on the other.
Note that the switching hypothesis takes into account the loss in performance associated with the mere presence of a second stimulus, since it is anchored at the ST/DE points rather than the ST/SE points.
The "independence" hypothesis is that the two tasks involve completely independent resources, so that not knowing the target ear should produce no cost. Consequently, DT/DE performance would fall at the independence point, indicated by the point at which the horizontal and vertical solid lines intersect. The independence point, like the switching line, measures dual-task cost after the cost associated with the presence of an interferer has been removed. Because the ST/SE points are also plotted, the interference costs as well as the dual-task cost relative to the single stimulus alone are also displayed.
A third hypothesis is that listeners are not able to process both inputs in parallel, but neither do they lose all information about the unattended stimulus. Two mechanisms that could result in partial information about the unattended stimulus are (1) rapidly switching between stimuli and (2) holding one stimulus in memory while processing the other. These "partial loss" hypotheses are similar to a general quantitative model that has been proposed that likens the division of processing resources to a sampling process in which the observer must time-share between inputs by sampling each for a different proportion of the total time available (Luce & Green, 1978; Norman & Bobrow, 1975) . In fact, rapidly switching between inputs could potentially be modeled quite well by a sampling process. The performance of this limitedcapacity system should then follow a pattern in which allocating more processing resources (i.e., samples) to one stimulus should improve performance for that stimulus because of a reduction in its associated variance. Unfortunately, testing such a model requires a response measure that is directly related to the variance in the stimulus. Proportion correct is not such a measure, but it can be used to calculate information received, which is the essence of this hypothesis. In the General Discussion below, an analysis of such a divided-resources hypothesis based on information transmission is presented.
Panel A of Figure 3 represents the averaged data from ID/ID, and panel B represents the averaged data from DET/ID. Identification performance in the ST/SE condition at the right ear is based on the same set of data in both panels. Performance from the trials on which the left-ear stimulus was to be reported is plotted on the abscissa, and performance from when the right-ear stimulus was to be reported is plotted on the ordinate. This format makes it easy to see the difference between the ID/ID and DET/ID conditions as well as the degree to which each matches the predictions of independence and of all-or-none switching.
Discussion
The general trend observed in the ID/ID condition is that all 4 listeners performed quite well in the ST/SE condition at either ear (simply showing that appropriate noise levels were chosen), but that performance in the ST/DE condition decreased, especially at the left ear. This finding suggests a dual-ear cost, which indicates a failure of Single-task/single-ear Single-task/dual-ear Dual-task/dual-ear A B selective attention and is the operational definition of informational masking for this task. That is, listeners had difficulty separating the stimulus at the target ear from that at the nontarget ear, even when the target ear was clearly indicated in advance and did not change throughout a block of trials. This is perhaps a remarkable result, given the separation present in both frequency and ear of presentation. The results of Cherry (1953) and Wood and Cowan (1995) , for example, suggest that listeners can always choose to only process the stimuli arriving at one ear. Limiting the stimuli to mutually exclusive frequency regions, as we did, only strengthens the prediction that no dual-ear cost should occur at all. On the other hand, if one considers the requirement that listeners distinguish among 10 different frequency regions and appropriately group 5 into one stimulus and 5 into another, the general success rather than the occasional failures should perhaps be surprising (but not unexpected, given the similar findings of Arbogast et al., 2002; , across a range of numbers of bands). Presumably the division by both ear and frequency leads to a very robust signal in which the 5 bands are easily grouped in the appropriate manner, and the failures that occur are the results of a more central process involving the retrieval and sorting of the words associated with the processed speech.
In the DT/DE condition for the blocks in which listeners were required to identify keywords at both ears (ID/ID), a further drop in performance was observed (a dual-task cost associated with divided attention) for all listeners and both ears. Dual-task costs (indicated by the difference between the DT/DE point and the independence point on the POCs in Figure 3 ) are the additional drop in performance that occurs when the target ear is not indicated in advance and listeners must process the stimuli at both ears in order to achieve optimal performance. The fact that DT/DE performance is not on the switching line argues against an all-or-none allocation of attention to only one stimulus on each trial. Consequently, the results indicate a sharing of resources between the two tasks, but it is not obvious which structural limitation is involved. Although it seems intuitive to point to a speech-specific mechanism, Hafter et al. (1998) attributed similar results with nonspeech stimuli to competition for a limited resource related to the retrieval of context-coded items from long-term memory. Such an explanation is compatible with these data as well, since the mapping between sounds and words clearly depends on information held in long-term memory. If retrieving that information is the limitation on performance for simple intensity identification tasks, there is no reason to believe that there would be less of a limitation when the complexity of the stimulus and of the representation to be retrieved is increased.
In the DET/ID condition, there was very little decrease in performance for conditions intended to produce either selective or divided attention, as indicated by the proximity of both the DT/DE point to the independence point and the ST/DE points to the ST/SE points. This is a remarkable result in light of the difficulties just discussed with dividing attention in the ID/ID condition. These results suggest either that listeners were drawing on two different types of resources that did not compete or that the single resource required was not entirely depleted by these two tasks. Since the identification task and stimuli were identical to those in the ID/ID conditions (with the exception of the noise level, and hence speech intelligibility, at the left ear), it seems most plausible that the two tasks were based on different resources. Perhaps, as Hafter et al. (1998) suggested for their data, the identification task required comparison of the stimulus with a representation stored in long-term memory, whereas the detection task could be performed on the basis of a within-trial comparison. Because adding this type of speech stimulus to noise introduced energy at modulation rates of 2-10 Hz , the detection task may have been performed as a modulation detection based on the outputs of filters tuned to low modulation rates (Ewert & Dau, 2000; Gallun & Hafter, 2006) .
Two additional possibilities could also explain the lack of a dual-task cost for DET/ID. The first is that reducing the intelligibility of the speech at the left ear made these tasks so completely different that even if the listener failed to keep the two ears separated, the tasks could both still be achieved. This argument suggests that the detection task was based on distinguishing one utterance from two and that the identification task suffered no interference because intelligibility of the signal at the left ear was lowered by the use of higher noise levels (the proportions correct were between .4 and .5 when listeners were asked to identify keywords at the noise levels used for detection). The second possibility is that listeners were able to switch their attention between the stimuli during the trial. The optimal switching strategy would involve attending to the left ear for the first portion of the stimulus and then, once a speech detection judgment had been made, switching to the right ear in time to hear the color and number keywords and making an identification judgment. We examined this switching explanation in the second experiment.
For the identification task performed at the right ear, informational masking (which will be operationally defined here as simply the failure of selective attention, ST/SE ST/DE) was more extensive when paired with an identification stimulus than when paired with a detection stimulus. This result is interesting, because it shows that when the interfering stimulus was presented at a lower level (identification stimulus, noise at 50 dB, speech at 60 dB SPL), it was more effective than when a noisier stimulus was presented at a higher level (detection stimulus, noise at 58 or 60 dB, speech at 60 dB SPL). Although the difference between the identification stimulus and the combined speech-plus-noise stimulus was only a few decibels, this still suggests that the interference was truly informational (rather than caused by energetic overlap at a peripheral analyzer), since the softer (but more intelligible) signal caused more interference. A similar effect of reducing the effectiveness of interfering speech by adding noise was described by .
The amount of informational masking at the left ear (again, operationally defined as ST/SE ST/DE) was much greater for the identification task than for the de-tection task, despite the presence of identical stimuli at the right ear in both cases. This supports the suggestion that the drop in performance was due to informational rather than energetic masking (since the amount of energetic masking was identical for the two tasks) and indicates that a single type of masking stimulus can exert different influences on different targets. The large increase in errors for the identification task at the left ear relative to all of the other selective-attention conditions is not surprising, given the reports in the literature of the dominance of the right ear for speech processing (e.g., Kimura, 1961; Milner, Taylor, & Sperry, 1968; StuddertKennedy & Shankweiler, 1970) . It is interesting that there was essentially no interference for the speech detection task, however. This suggests that perhaps listeners were indeed using different processing mechanisms when they were performing the identification and the detection tasks.
Recent neurophysiological work has shown support for the hypothesis, based on both psychophysical results and lesion studies, that speech is preferentially processed by the left hemisphere (e.g., Giraud et al., 2000; Narain et al., 2003; Scott & Johnsrude, 2003; Tervaniemi & Hugdahl, 2003 .) A paired-samples t test on the dual-ear costs at the left and right ears for ID/ID found that the difference was significant ( p .023), but a similar analysis on the dual-task costs for ID/ID found that the difference was not significant ( p .45). These effects can be seen most clearly in the POC in Figure 3A , where the DT/DE point is not shifted toward the ordinate or the abscissa, but the difference between the ST/DE and DT/DE points is greater on the abscissa (left-ear task) than on the ordinate (right-ear task). That performance was reliably different across ears in the selective-but not the divided-attention task suggests that the deficit in speech-processing ability does not create an additional burden in the case of divided attention once the cost in the selective condition has been accounted for. This is similar to suggesting that the speech presented to the left ear is slightly degraded (or more subject to intrusions from the right-ear stimulus) but that there is no additional cost associated with dividing attention to degraded and nondegraded speech. These results are also consistent with the finding in the literature that differences between performance at the left and right ears are most obvious in conditions of selective attention (e.g., Milner et al., 1968) .
EXPERIMENT 2
The large dual-task costs found in Experiment 1 for the ID/ID conditions resemble the interference reported by authors such as Treisman (1964) and Hirst and Kalmar (1987) for stimuli composed of spoken sentences and by Bonnel and Hafter (1998) and Hafter et al. (1998) for the simultaneous identification of the direction of changes in intensity of a tone and a light. Such interference was not found by authors such as Shiffrin et al. (1974) for stimuli composed of only a few syllables. This effect of stimulus length or complexity raises the possibility that if the stimuli were shortened to contain only the keywords, listeners might experience smaller dual-task costs when the tasks performed at the two ears were the same. One reason performance is poorer in the dual-task condition for longer stimuli may be that the memory load is higher. Although the response required probably did not reach the limits of the memory system (Cowan, 1984 (Cowan, , 1988 (Cowan, , 1995 (Cowan, , 2001 Parkinson, 1974; Parkinson, Knight, DeMaio, & Connors, 1974) , it is possible that a memory limitation is associated with presenting relevant stimuli among irrelevant stimuli. Essentially, if the memory system relies on a "buffer" that is automatically filled with whatever stimuli are presented (Cowan, 1984 (Cowan, , 1988 (Cowan, , 1995 (Cowan, , 2001 , even if the relevant keywords do not fill the buffer, the rest of the sentence might do so. For this reason, stimuli shortened to only the keywords were used in Experiment 2.
Another reason to alter the stimuli involves the DET/ID dual-task condition. As mentioned above, it is theoretically possible that the small dual-task costs found when the tasks at the two ears were different were a result of a within-trial switching strategy. By shortening the stimuli to just the keywords, such a strategy would become more difficult to implement. As Miller and Bonnel (1994) noted, however, at a sufficiently rapid rate it becomes impossible to distinguish between a switching strategy and truly independent processing.
Method
Three listeners from the first experiment also participated in the second (L2, L3, and L4). For the new experiment, the processed sentences were reduced in length by editing the digital waveforms of the original sentences to remove the portion of the waveform that corresponded to the words "Ready [call sign] go to" and "now," leaving just the color and number keywords. The psychometric functions (not shown) measured to determine the appropriate noise levels were much more variable for Experiment 2, both within and across listeners (despite similar numbers of trials and the fact that all subjects had just completed Experiment 1). Unlike in Experiment 1, one of the listeners (L4) was not even able to produce a left-ear identification function in which performance reliably decreased as noise level was increased. 1 The detection functions were less variable than the identification functions, however. On the basis of the psychometric functions, the spectrally matched noise in the identification task was presented at 40 rather than 50 dB SPL. In the detection task, the noise level was set at 55 dB SPL. In all other respects, the stimuli and methods of Experiment 2 resembled those of the first experiment. Figure 4 represents the results of Experiment 2 in the same manner that Figure 2 represented those of Experiment 1. The black bars indicate ST/SE performance, the white bars indicate ST/DE performance, and the gray bars indicate DT/DE performance. Overall, performance was worse for the 3 listeners in Experiment 2, despite attempts to equalize performance by using less intense noise than in Experiment 1.
Results
The dual-ear costs (ST/SE ST/DE) were much larger when the identification task was being performed on the stimuli at the left ear (average drop in proportion correct of .20) than when the task was to attend to the right ear (drop in proportion correct of .08). For the divided-attention task, the cost (ST/DE DT/DE) was again greater for the left ear (with a drop of .16) than for the right (drop of .12). Although substantial, the dual-ear cost was not significant because of differences across listeners. As can be seen in panels A and B of Figure 4 , L2 has a highly asymmetric dual-ear cost (with costs of .30 for the left and .02 for the right ear), L3's dual-ear costs are symmetrically distributed and small (approximately .06 for both ears), and L4's dual-ear costs are substantial for both ears (.22 on the left and .14 on the right).
These same variations across listeners also impacted the reliability of the effects of ear of presentation that were observed in Experiment 1. Although the main effect of ear was significant ( p .04), a paired-samples t test on the dual-ear cost at the left and right ears revealed that the difference between ears was not significant ( p .288), nor was the difference in dual-task costs for the two ears ( p .727). As with the dual-ear costs detailed above, the lack of statistical reliability is a direct consequence of the fact that ear-of-presentation resulted in costs for some listeners but not for others. This heterogeneity of results is typical of studies of informational masking, and it represents an important theoretical problem associated with fitting a computational model to the results (see, e.g., Durlach et al., 2005; Lutfi, 1993) . Panels C (left ear) and D (right ear) of Figure 4 demonstrate that adding a stimulus to the other ear in the DET/ID conditions reduced performance in left-ear detection (ST/SE ST/DE; average drop in proportion correct of .07) much more than in right-ear identification (increase in proportion correct of .04). The divided-attention cost (ST/DE DT/DE) was slight for both the left-ear detection task (drop of .04) and the right-ear identification task (drop of .03). This suggests that shortening the stimuli did not increase the cost associated with dividing attention in order to perform the DET/ID dual-task condition, especially for the right-ear identification task. This result is not consistent with the prediction of the switching hypothesis.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA performed on the DET/ID data, obtained when the tasks at the two ears Nor were the differences significant for any of the conditions when the task was identification at the right ear. Because of the interaction based on ear of presentation, no analyses were performed on the data combined across ears. These results confirm the trends apparent in panels C and D of Figure 4 : The only significant differences in the DET/ID conditions for Experiment 2 were due to the dual-ear costs for detection at the left ear.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 confirm those of Experiment 1 and, by using shorter stimuli, extend the earlier findings by providing evidence against the hypothesis that listeners obtained nearly independent performance in the DET/ID task by switching attention between ears midway through the stimulus. A fast-switching strategy (operating perhaps at the 6-Hz rate proposed by Broadbent, 1958) still cannot be ruled out, however. That the shorter stimuli produced the same pattern of results also suggests that listeners are not limited in the ID/ID dual-task condition by interference from the irrelevant words that come before and after the keywords. In addition, these results address any concerns related to the asynchrony between keywords introduced by differences in the rates at which the sentences were spoken. When only the keywords were used, it was necessary for the listeners to process both inputs essentially simultaneously.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Variance-Based Limitations on Performance
Listeners in these experiments performed as if they either were sharing a single resource (ID/ID) or had access to independent resources (DET/ID). As mentioned above, the division of processing resources can be modeled as a sampling process, in which the total number of samples (and thus the information) is fixed (Luce & Green, 1978; Norman & Bobrow, 1975) . Using this idea, Bonnel and Miller (1994) fit a variance-based model of performance to a set of results from a dual-task condition in which listeners were asked to allocate various proportions of their attention to one stimulus or the other. By introducing several levels of stimulus variance, Bonnel and Miller were able to demonstrate that allocation of attention could be modeled as reducing a source of internal variance that was proportional to the variance in the stimulus. Whereas they speculated that this source might be criterion variance, other researchers (Lu & Dosher, 1998 have suggested that in addition to additive internal noise, there is a multiplicative internal noise that scales with external noise. Both of these sources of internal variance have been shown to be reducible by attention (Dosher & Lu, 2000; Lu & Dosher, 1998) . Bonnel and Hafter (1998) and Hafter et al. (1998) applied the sample-size model to their data and found that when asked to identify a visual as well as an auditory change in intensity, observer performance was well fit by a model that suggested that a limited number of samples were allocated to each stimulus. When asked simply to detect an intensity change in both modalities, listeners behaved as if they were not losing any samples by performing the two tasks simultaneously.
Fitting a variance-based model depends on the use of a performance measure that scales linearly with changes in variance. Previous work, such as that of Bonnel and her colleagues Hafter et al., 1998) , has relied on measurements of d in two-alternative procedures. Although such a measurement could be applied to the detection data in this study, the identification data (from a 32-alternative task) are not as amenable to such an analysis. One might use the 32-alternative forced choice approximation given by Green and Dai (1991) , but it is not clear that such an approximation is appropriate for a situation in which the confusions between the various alternatives are based on vocal parameters that do not lend themselves to completely random errors. In addition, the fact that there are four colors and eight numbers to distinguish means that difficulties with the color words will have a greater influence on performance than will difficulties with the number words.
An alternative would be to use the metric of information received by the listener, measured in bits. As originally laid out by Lindsay and his colleagues (Lindsay, Cuddy, & Tulving, 1965; Lindsay, Taylor, & Forbes, 1968; Tulving & Lindsay, 1967) , the shared-resources hypothesis postulates that the limitation on dividing attention can be modeled as an upper limit on the total number of samples that can be extracted by a human observer. It was this hypothesis that led to the predictions of Bonnel and Miller (1994) , Hafter et al. (1998) . For these experiments, the prediction of this hypothesis would be that, when the same resource is being used, the total proportion of information obtained from each channel should be reduced by a fraction that corresponds to the amount of resources allocated to the competing channel. Assuming that listeners divided their attention equally (which they were instructed to do), the total amount of information received should drop by 50%. When different resources are being used, however, the proportion of total information received should remain essentially unchanged, whether or not the listener knows in advance which channel to report.
The data from Experiments 1 and 2 provide strong support for the prediction that using different resources leads to little or no drop in information. In the selective-attention condition (ST/DE) for the DET/ID conditions, the total information received was 5.59 bits for the long sentences and 5.38 for the short (perfect performance would have been 6 bits: 5 from identification and 1 from detection).
In the divided-attention condition (DT/DE), performance was nearly the same, with an average of 5.43 bits received for the long sentences versus 5.26 for the short ( p .03 and p .2, respectively, for paired-samples t tests, ST/DE vs. DT/DE). In terms of the proportion of information received relative to that received in the selective condition, 97% was received for the long sentences and 98% for the short.
On the other hand, the information analysis provides only weak support for the prediction that sharing resources can be modeled as dividing a fixed number of samples. In the selective-attention condition (ST/DE) for the ID/ID conditions, the total number of bits received in the left and right channels combined was 8.99 for the long sentences and 8.55 for the short sentences (perfect performance would have been 10 bits). If dividing attention reduces the total information received by 50%, information received in the divided-attention condition (DT/DE) should have dropped to 4.49 bits and 4.27 bits, respectively. This prediction was not supported by the data, since the total bits received dropped, but only to 7.77 and 7.75, respectively ( p .001 for both in paired-samples t tests, ST/DE vs. DT/DE). This does not support the quantitative prediction that only one stimulus could be processed at a time and that any unprocessed information was lost; rather than receiving only 50% of the information presented in the selective condition, listeners received on average 86% and 91% for the two types of stimuli.
The analysis of the dual-task costs in terms of information suggests that listeners in the ID/ID conditions were able to receive a substantial amount of information from both channels. Thus, although there is evidence of a shared resource, the sharing does not seem to act in an all-or-none fashion. This is an important point, and one that might not be as obvious if the data had only been analyzed in terms of proportions correct. Alternatively, if the question is whether the same levels of performance can be maintained when two tasks are required, the proportion correct metric is probably more informative, since the loss of a single bit drops proportions correct from 1.00 to .50.
Alternative Models
An alternative explanation for the dual-task costs in the ID/ID conditions is the hypothesis that listeners were simply not obliged to process the entire utterance in the given time period, since they could have relied on short-term memory. Cowan (1984 Cowan ( , 1988 Cowan ( , 1995 Cowan ( , 2001 has suggested that there exists a sensory buffer that can retain information for several seconds (perhaps up to 10), provided that no new information is presented. Cowan distinguishes between information that is being actively processed and information that is being held in the sensory buffer for later processing. This is in agreement with the findings of Wood and Cowan (1995) as well as with the (visual) memory consolidation theory of Vogel and Luck (2002) . Consequently, listeners may have stored one input in an unprocessed, unlabeled "sensory" form while processing the other to the point of labeling with a more easily remembered word (such as blue or four). This would have allowed them to then store the labeled output and begin processing the contents of the storage buffer once the shared resource was available. Seen from that perspective, it is surprising that our participants experienced any loss of information at all. One might even suppose that what loss was observed was due entirely to failures of memory rather than to demand for a shared speech-processing resource.
A slightly different version of the sensory memory explanation includes the hypothesis that information gradually degrades while held in the sensory buffer and/or may be replaced by subsequently presented auditory stimuli (Cowan, 1984 (Cowan, , 1988 (Cowan, , 1995 (Cowan, , 2001 Vogel & Luck, 2002) . If this hypothesis is correct, then it is not too surprising that performance declined in the dual-task condition. In order to examine this hypothesis in detail, it would be useful to adopt the poststimulus masking paradigm often employed in vision studies, in order to ensure that observers are not basing responses on sensory persistence (Sperling, 1960) . Since the time course of audition is more rapid than the time course of vision, such measures have not generally been employed. Results such as those on backward recognition masking (Massaro, 1975) , however, support the idea that sensory memory may routinely play a role in psychoacoustical tasks, whether this role is acknowledged or not. For further discussion of these issues, see Cowan (1984 Cowan ( , 1988 Cowan ( , 1995 Cowan ( , 2001 .
One alternative to a memory explanation is based on the "perceptual load" theory of Lavie and colleagues (for a review, see Lavie, 2005) . Lavie and Tsal (1994) proposed that interference found in selective-attention tasks is based on the existence of a lower limit on resource allocation. That is, the perceptual system automatically allocates resources to processing stimuli, regardless of whether a higher-level prioritization scheme has designated those stimuli as targets or distractors. Thus, if a task is not sufficiently resource demanding, additional resources will be automatically allocated to irrelevant stimuli. If those irrelevant stimuli compete with the target at a later stage of processing, interference will then occur. Thus, interference will be greatest when the target and masker are clearly separable (so that substantial processing resources are still available) and when the response appropriate to the masker is one of the possibilities for the target. Lavie, Hirst, de Fockert, and Viding (2004) expanded this hypothesis to include cognitive control issues as well.
Applying Lavie's (2005) hypothesis to these results leads to the suggestion that the interference observed in the ID/ID selective-attention conditions was due to automatic processing of the distractor sentence. Since color and number words from both ears were available, interference occurred at the point of response selection. This is actually a fairly compelling explanation from a phenomenological perspective, since listeners often report the experience of hearing only a single set of keywords, which are sometimes those associated with the distractor. This explanation is also in agreement with the quantitative results of Brungart et al. (2001) , who found that over 90% of the errors in their study involved erroneously reporting the nontarget keywords. For our study, however, the rate was only 65%. This difference could be a result of the addition of noise to the stimuli, which decreased intelligibility and may thus have resulted in a larger proportion of random errors. Error patterns are discussed in more detail below.
Comparisons With Other Work
In the ID/ID dual-task conditions, listeners were unable to fully process both streams simultaneously. Nonetheless, they were able to report some information about both streams. This contradicts some of the findings of a recent study with three different speech stimuli . In one condition of that study, listeners were presented with three simultaneous utterances and no pretrial cues as to which was the target. In that case, listeners behaved as if they were extracting information from only one speech source, since performance was only one-third as good as when the target was identified in advance. The researchers tested a model based on the hypothesis that listeners could only process a single utterance at any one time but were able to switch from one utterance to another within a trial. They found that the proportion correct results matched the predictions of the model, but the error patterns did not. In particular, there were situations in which the listeners were predicted to switch to another speech stream, but the errors showed that on approximately half of the trials the listeners had not. In order to understand the differences between our study and Kidd, Arbogast, et al. (2005) , it may be important to consider how the number of talkers and their separability by spatial position influences and limits the strategies available to listeners. It may be a very different situation to be presented with three natural utterances played simultaneously in a sound field than to hear only two utterances, both of which have been processed into mutually exclusive bands, with only one utterance and set of bands present at each ear.
Another aspect of these data that can be compared with what has been found in other studies is the pattern of errors. This aspect is relevant to the issues being considered here, since one logical explanation for the dualtask costs in this study involves failures not of selecting the proper stimulus, but of remembering the correct response. The distinction concerns whether listeners can select a single input for processing to the point of recognition (Broadbent, 1958; Treisman, 1969) , or whether both stimuli are processed to the point of recognition (or "labeling") and then the selection involves which stimuli are reported. Unfortunately, distinguishing between these two possibilities is quite difficult, because either a failure of selection for processing or a failure of selecting a response would lead to responses that matched keywords presented to the nontarget ear. Several studies using similar sentence materials have explicitly looked at the source of errors in a multiple-talker situation (Arbogast et al., 2002; Brungart & Simpson, 2002; Brungart et al., 2001; Kidd, Arbogast, et al., 2005) and have concluded that the great majority (often over 90%) of the errors come from nontarget (masker) keywords presented on that trial. As mentioned above, however, an analysis of the errors in the present experiments showed that, although the percentages of errors that included either of the keywords spoken at the nontarget ear were both remarkably similar between the two experiments and much higher than would occur by chance (3.5%), their values were uniformly below 65% for all listeners in all conditions. The fact that these percentages were so much lower than is usually found in such studies was probably due to the spectrally matched noise that had been added to the stimuli, although it is not clear why reducing intelligibility by 15% would reduce intrusions by 35% (and even more for some listeners in some conditions; see below). This suggests that response competition may not account for all of the difficulties encountered by our listeners. The alternative is that listeners actually selected the wrong sentence to process. If they were occasionally aware of this error, and thus purposefully guessed a different color and number, the proportion of errors matching the nontarget sentences would be reduced. This explanation suggests that there is a difference between actively selecting the wrong sentence and simply suffering confusion over which sentence to process and/or to report.
In the ID/ID conditions, on DT/DE trials 53% of the errors on the left-ear identification task (averaged across all listeners and both experiments) involved incorrectly reporting a right-ear color or number, but only 31% of the errors on the right-ear identification task involved a word that had been spoken at the left ear. Likewise, on ST/DE trials, over 52% of the errors for left-ear targets were words that had been presented to the right ear, but only 4% of the errors for right-ear targets were words that had been spoken at the left ear. It is possible that speech presented to the right ear gains preferential access to the speech identification mechanism, and thus might be more easily processed than speech presented to the left ear (see, e.g., Kimura, 1961; Milner et al., 1968; Studdert-Kennedy & Shankweiler, 1970) . The differences we found between errors due to intrusions from the right ear and from the left ear support this interpretation.
A similar error analysis of the DET/ID conditions found that the percentage of trials on which the responses in the identification task matched both keywords from the nontarget ear was never above 7%-a result similar to what would have occurred by chance (5%).
In terms of relating these results to the literature on divided attention, the work of Bonnel and Hafter (1998) and Hafter et al. (1998) is particularly relevant. In those studies, interference was associated with identification tasks and noninterference with detection. Although, unlike theirs, our study involved speech stimuli, it also involved identification and detection. In fact, it is possible that both the detection of intensity increments and the detection of speech rely on the same mechanism: the detection of low rates of amplitude modulation. showed that sentences processed in a manner very similar to those used in this study differ from spectrally matched noise in terms of the relative energy present at low modulation rates (2-10 Hz). Consequently, the detection task could have been performed by detecting a feature of the envelope spectrum that was correlated with the presence of speech. If listeners relied on the output of a modulation filter tuned to 4 Hz, for example, there might have been no need to access long-term memory, and thus (perhaps) no interference with the identification task. Alternatively, modulation detection may have involved accessing long-term memory in a manner that could be performed in parallel with speech identification. Intensity detection of the sort studied by Hafter and his colleagues has also been shown to be compatible with detecting the presence of modulation in the region around 4 Hz (Gallun & Hafter, 2006) . Future work might benefit from considering the possible influence of sensitivity to modulation whenever amplitude-modulated stimuli are employed.
The conjecture of Hafter et al. (1998) that dual-task costs are the result of interference associated with particular processing mechanisms is a general insight that may turn out to be applicable to a wide variety of tasks. In their work, the mechanism was associated with the identification of a change in intensity, whereas in the study reported here it was associated with the identification of speech. In both cases, it is reasonable to conclude that a call to longterm memory was involved. The tasks that did not result in interference may both have been performed on the basis of sensitivity to amplitude modulation (as has been suggested for the detection of intensity changes in the work of Gallun & Hafter, 2006) . Whether the interference in both studies is tied to the same source (reliance on long-term memory) or to different sources (intensity identification vs. speech identification), the significant finding is that the source of interference in the dual-task conditions lies more in the tasks than in the stimuli. In addition, it is important to note that our experiments did not find support for a single processing-resource bottleneck through which only one input could flow at a time. Although information transmission was decreased by a significant amount, it was still high enough that listeners seem to have been processing both inputs "at the same time," just with reduced efficiency when the same processing resources were required. We suggested that reliance on a sensory memory buffer could have facilitated this ability.
A specific hypothesis that is compatible with these explanations is that the mechanisms responsible for speech processing and amplitude modulation processing may be anatomically distinct. Functional magnetic resonance imaging work over the past decade has produced a number of results that confirm the existence of brain areas that carry out speech-specific processing (reviewed in Narain et al., 2003) , as well as suggesting that there may be independent areas of the brain that are sensitive to amplitude modulation (Giraud et al., 2000; Scott & Johnsrude, 2003) . From this perspective, it seems plausible that the identification and detection tasks used in this study relied on separate and independent mechanisms. Consequently, when two tasks call on the same mechanism, performance suffers, whereas when they call on different mechanisms (and/or fail to deplete shared resources), little cost is involved for performing the two tasks simultaneously.
Summary
In two experiments, we presented speech that had been processed into two sets of narrow, mutually exclusive frequency bands to opposite ears of participants. When listeners were asked to identify keywords contained in a target sentence, performance was better when the target ear was known in advance than when it was known only after both stimuli had been presented. This performance difference was largely eliminated when listeners were asked to identify keywords in a target sentence presented to the right ear and to detect the presence of speech in the stimulus presented to the left ear. Spectrally matched noise was added to all stimuli at a level that roughly equated performance across ears, listeners, and tasks when a single stimulus was presented. These results show that (1) distinguishing the costs of selective attention and divided attention is informative, and (2) under conditions of divided attention, with very similar stimuli, it is possible to find substantial costs when the tasks are similar or essentially no cost when the tasks are dissimilar. Further work is needed in order to expand the types of tasks and stimuli for which the costs of selective and divided attention have been measured in the same experiment, as well as to test the validity and generality of the specific hypotheses generated to explain our present data.
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